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Space Access: Where We've Been .. . and Where We Could

Go

Introduction

Development of commercial access to space by our budding space-
faring civilization is a straightforward effort dominated by
propulsion and reliability. The initial focus should be on schedulable,
dependable access to and from low Earth orbit (LEO). For years we
have known the means to accomplish such a task but have lacked a
dedicated organized effort. The key requirement is to develop a
robust and not necessarily a low-cost infrastructure, without which
commercial exploitation of LEO and the moon will not be possible.
This is a matter of skill; operational hardware based on durable,
reliable, and demonstrated components; and operational systems. It
is not necessarily a matter of technology. However, technology
discovery and development are necessary for future space travel
beyond Earth's environs. This paper addresses these issues by
providing a running account of the historical detalls associated with
the development of the myriad systems proposed and tested to
provide access to space.

Among the many advances in space access that will be possible in
the future, the key technology developments will be In the area of
propulsion, because without these we are confined to our solar
system by flight times limited to a project team’s functional life. The
Pioneer spacecraft were fortunate to be monitored for 20 years.
However, the issue facing our spaceflight organizations is the lack of
a durable, consistent, schedulable, and frequent hardware system to
and from space assets such as the International Space Station.

In October 1958, the author's job In the vertical wind tunnel at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base abruptly changed; hypersonic and
high-temperature flows became a new focus. What was then the
Aircraft Laboratory was to become the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory (AFFDL), with a focus on space flight. Al Draper of the
AFFDL began working with a select group of aerospace firms on
hypersonic gliders. The initial requirement from the Air Force was to
quickly find operational access to space. Technology application,
hardware design and fabrication with an innovative application, and
extending the industrial capabilities of the time were very much the
issue, as exemplified by the Lockheed A-12/SR-71. When asked
about space access at the time, a group of Aerospace Corporation

v
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veterans responded, “It was not a technology issue; it was a
hardware issue.”

In a keynote address to the Aeronautical Revolutionary Concepts
Workshop sponsored by the Vehicle Applications Panel of the
National Research Council and held at NASA Ames in July 1984,
then-Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Productivity, Technology,
and Innovation Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield identified the problem of
translating ideas into products as preparing technology for product
manufacture. Dr. Merrifield drew an analogy between this step and
Major League Baseball's farm system, which prepares skilled but
untrained players for the major leagues. The United States assigns
projects to accomplish technology tasks so the flow of production-
ready hardware is always improving and is not fixed (see Figure 1).

Innovation Focus:

—71010 years TT]

Tw fre]
Invention * Transiation

Gap in effective
gon reparanor 90 Cost Iranstaabanion

in Umea States 10 production

1583 innov; in Juonatios Assistant Secretary for Productivity.Workenap,MSA AMES Tecmo, sna movstan

Saturn I and Saturn V could be readied for a moon flight in such a
short time because most of their hardware was based on a frozen
design, proven production processes, and adaptation of existing
hardware. Using a similar approach, current industrial capabilities
can create the next practical system for accessing space. In the late
1950s and early 1960s, the U.S. Air Force was working toward an
operational capability analogous to its B-52 fleets: flight operations
when required or “on demand.” After NASA was assigned
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responsibility for space access, that Alr Force's focus switched to
surveillance, communication, and Global Positioning System
satellites.

In the late 1950s, there existed a predisposition—forced by the
military competition between the United States and the former
Soviet Union—to use rockets derived from military ballistic missiles.
That decision curtailed efforts to develop alternatives to chemical
rockets together with practical commercial developments. With the
orbiting of Sputnik, the aircraft path to space, as represented by the
X series of planes, ended with the X-15. With the X-15's demise, all
efforts to fly aircraft to space ended, replaced by the more familiar
(but less practical) strategy of loudly blasting to space with
expendable rockets derived from undertested ballistic missile
hardware, as documented in early failures.

Like their ballistic missile progenitors, current expendable rockets
can be launched only once. With the exception of the experimental
Delta Clipper developed and operated by Willlam Gaubatz and the
late Pete Conrad, no operational launcher has ever successfully
aborted. In this context, a reusable launcher is simply an
expendable with some parts reused a few times. Thus, neither the
United States nor the Soviet Union/Russia has ever realized a truly
commercial approach to space travel, although the Soviets came
close to taking the first step with the since-terminated
Energia/Buran system. Both the United States and the Soviet
Union/Russia historically have generated a large number of concepts
that could fly directly to space and return on a sustained, frequent,
scheduled basis. An all-up air breather such as the NASP was to
solve that problem and fly directly to space and return. Developing
an operational mach 12 to 14 aircraft with air-breathing propulsion
presents a serious design, engineering, and fabrication challenge
analogous to the SR-71 Blackbird.

vii
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Propulsion Perspective
In exiting Earth's atmosphere, the propulsion system and configuration are inexorablylinked. A hypersonic glider exits the atmosphere on either a rocket booster or a firststage of a two-stage-to-orbit aircraft. As such, it usually exits the atmosphere quickly,
and the key ext design considerations are the high transonic aerodynamic and the
mechanical loads encountered in the exit trajectory. Whether for a new rocket launcher
or the U.S. space shuttle, the phenomenon is the same: the peak mechanical loads

occurduring exit, In this case, theexitaerodynamics are important but not vital. Thevital aerodynamics and thermodynamics (aerothermodynamics) are in the entry glide,
where thermal loads are maximal and must be controlled. The vehicle must always becontrolied in fight so its attitude and direction are within mits set by the
aerothermadynamics. The angle-of-attack limits are very close for high-performance
hypersonic gliders, as their glide angleofattack is 11 to 15 degrees, not the 45 degreesof the space shuttle. Even the Russian Buran had a lower glide angie of attack than the
shuttle; a TSAGI report given to the author by Viadimir Neyland shows it to have beenabout 30 to 35 degrees.? Like the Buran, the high-performance glider Is best controlled
by an automatic integrated fight control system that monitors the thermodynamic state
of the vehicle, a5 well 3s its aerodynamic and trajectory states. The sensor array
provides real-time information to the control system that can maintain the correct
attitude in a manner a human controller could not accomplish. So it is this phase of the
flight that designs the hypersonic glider.
The exception is when powered by an eR
air-breathing rocket (HOTOL, Skylon, pose
and LACE), which must remain lower in =
the atmosphere until reaching the air- " HED
breathing rocket transition to rons Fesmor
for the air-breathing rocket is different, Z
as it must havea retractable air inlet in =
the mach 0 to 5 range but does not gm
determine the vehicle configuration. unis
The impact Is significant, as the carried fa omensoxidizer 1 reduced in the heaviest nial : °
portion of the flight, as shown in Figure srnsaess
2 fora Delta Clipper-type design with 0.0 Noo
an aerospike nozzle tested by Rew Toln R¥
Konstantin Feotkiskov. The example fs ~~ #/% 7 ffm S.
from a Senior Capstone Design Study Figure 2. Impact of Alr-Breathing Rocket
Team from Parks College, Sain Louis
University, circa 1992, and is based on the engineering reports the author was
permitted to read from the library of Konstantin Feotkiskov, an aerospace designer and
cosmonaut. The question, as always, is, why bother with air-breathing systems at al if
they are that much of a challenge? The answer is to consider a partial air-breathing
system based an available hydrogen/oxygen rockets that operate to about mach 5.5. Tt
operates in a flight region where the carried oxidizer quantities are the greatest. An
operational system is sought that is capable of 2 large number of flights per year. The
fewer resources required for launch, the greater ease with which the system can
operate and the greater potential to operate from more bases.
1
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The Russian design bureaus are to thank for arriving at a concept that eliminated the
noisy and hazardous air-breather takeoff and for increasing the operational flexibility of
the British HOTOL concept. Glebe Lozino-Lozinski had a concept for a spacecraft with a
7-metric-ton payload carried atop an Antonov An-225, with a second An-225 carrying
the liquid hydrogen and launch facilities and staff.3 The An-225 was in fact a moblle
launch facility; it could literally launch a satelite for any faciity that could
accommodate a B-747 or an MDC-11. With Ralls Royce or General Electric engines, the
An-225 becomes a more easily maintained vehicle with better altitude performance.

The An-225's empennage is modified from the An-124's single vertical and horizontal
empennage to an 'H’ configuration. This permits the powered hypersonic glider to
easily liftof the top of the vehicle, as the MBB Sanger wind tunnel test demonstrated.
Most commercial transport aircraft larger than ER) 170 are potential mobile launch
platforms for space tourism, point-to-point cargo, or orbital facilities support. Most of
the commercial passenger equipment can be removed, with just enough equipment
remaining for a launch crew. The fuselage is strengthened and fitted with external
mountings for the hypersonic glider. The landing gear need not be modified, as the
same maximum weight as the commercial transport will be maintained. The flight
control system would be adapted to automatically maintain the correct launch
trajectory until separation. A second modified transport would be modified to carry the
liquid hydrogen and liquid air to fuel the hypersonic vehicle, along with maintenance
and support crew. The Intent is to use the automatic launch checkout the author
witnessed at Baikanaur in 1988, wherein a Soyuz that arrived on ts train Carrier at
0500 hours launched carrying a Progress capsule at 1715 hours the same day. That
should make a local launch possible within hoursofarriving at the specified airport
launch departure site. These two elements can provide a commercial space launch
facility that requires no special or dedicated operational base.

Hypersonic Configuration Concepts

The configuration and the propulsion system are linked through aerothermopropulsion
integration. This approach is not new, as a wide spectrum of configurations and
concepts existed In the 1960s. One such McDonnell Aircraft Company concept is shown
in Figure 3. This potential operational mach 12 cruise vehicle was developed for the
U.S. government as a strike reconnaissance vehicle taking off from a U.S. Air Force
base. The concept was to provide on-demand reconnaissance in force operations.
However, as was the case with all such efforts in the 1960s, none of the aircraft derived
from the “flight-to-space” efforts reached a hardware stage. Individuals working on
these projects were convinced that the Industrial capability existed to design and’
fabricate these vehicles, and that such vehicles were technically feasible. The concepts
varied widely among different nations, but all had as their goal a transportation system
to space that had commercial potential. This discussion is provided to discriminate
between rocket-powered hypersonic gliders and hypersonic cruisers with an air-
breathing propulsion system.

2
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McDonnell Aircraft
Advanced Design Dept, =
1958 to 1967
Mr. H. D.Altis, Director
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Faure 3. HSVS Hypersenie Crates Alert Showing True Skin Temperature
A wide variety of configurations for recoverable spacecraft are possible. But Ifthe
requirements for a transportation system capable of traveling to and returning from
Space are to be met, the configurations spectrum is significantly narrowed. Two basic
configuration types emerge. One configuration is for a hypersonic glider powered by
ether rocket or air-breathing rocket cycle propulsion that can operate as air-breathing
propulsion to mach 5.5 or less. A versatile variable-capture, inward-turning inlet* can
be Integrated with the vehicle configuration derived from the FOL series of hypersonic
gliders developed by the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFOL)® and the
Work of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company. Because of the mass ratio to
orbit, these configurations are vertical takeoff and horizontal landing vehicles,
exemplified by the upper-left vehicle n Figure 4. This vehicle 1s usually an upper stage
in a two-stage-to-orbie rather than a single-stage-to-orbit vehice.

3
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Combined Cycle
Airbreather Powered

Hypersonic Cruiser

Figure 4. Hypersonic Rocket Powered Gide and Hypersonic Air-reathing Cruiser
The second configuration is for air-breathing propulsion systems operating at between
mach 6 and mach 14 thet require a propulsion-configured vehicle, where the underside
of the vehicle is an integral part of the propulsion system (forming most of the air-
capturing inlet). This is typified by the lower-right vehicle in Figure 4. The thermally
integrated, air-breathing, combined-cycle configuration concept is derived from the
McDonnell Douglas (St. Louis) Advanced Design organization. The vehicle concept
initially conceived in the late 1950s and early 1960s was an air-breathing propulsion-
configuredvehicle acceleratedby a main rocket in the aft end of the body, as shown in
Figure 3. The vehicle's underside is the propulsion system; the engine is in the engine
module.

Both basic shapes are functions of tau—that is, for a given planform area, the cross-
‘sectional distribution is determined by the volume required. Tau was reported in
0. Kiichemann's book on supersonic acrodynamics® as:

= Voues a)
Spin

“The only configuration discussed in the book in any detal is the rocket-powered
hypersonic gider. The hypersonic glider has greater near-term potential to become an
operational system, considering the failure of the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) to
reach a functional hardware stage.

4
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Whatever goes nto orbit must enter the tmasphere mony tims it sto be aSUStaneG-ise veNKle. If 11s o be a borumercal vomle, then ne fei ty landreer the Commrcios Customers or 1 statin Coster bow sessenaor ao,UPS, or DHL would be if there were ony two pickup and delivery ots n he UndStates and 3 few more clean min wor, A bos copouic has oven fomTancing options, and saltwater landing and recovery 1 90 post to be commerciallyfeasible. What i needed Isa hyperaont gids with ihe exiag to ons wheecessary, WRNGUE Walt, and co land SC erent Speraona Doses, Joo oraansport might. There were three serious competion in he Unked States wihSpec to person lider contgurations the ATFOL ot WrightPeterson Ar ForceBase, he Mebonnall ougias Corporation (M5), and the Lockheed Corporation
NASA Ames and NASA Langley were also generating hypersonic configurations, but
NASA's views on hypersonic gliders (fundamentally research and development projects)21 ther Glide range requiremnts Airc rom those of he roe organaanons Joesove. Tht dierence sear cxemaified by the dffarence between the operations
requirements of an experimental aircraft (such as X-1, X-2, X-10, X-15, or X-20) that
flies infrequently and at the convenience of the research organization and those of anCperatonal A Loree or Navy ARAM the Ys be Se 5 iy os 3 oy In Smoeather whan needed (aso Rusa spacecraft apertions ei). from he middle ofhe 19605 tothe curly 19704, the U.5. Ar Force and NAGA nad ciagreements over fheOperananal capabity of hese arcraR and the requirement As 5 resus Coch WET
its own development direction, and much of the originality and practicality of the AFFDL
concepts has not been reflected in the space access configurations developed by NASA.
There was a final attempt to apply the AFFDL's philosophy of a high lift-to-drag (L/D)Tok deta planform confauratien t the NASA space shuttle, os etal 1 the aceA Daa Shuttle Orbiter the Jnuary 1971 lat of Acronautics and Arongufice:
Figure 5 shows the array of delta planform configurations the AFFDL considered duringa To5688 timetrame.
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thermodynamic details related to the sharper configurations were tested and verified in
ground test facilities and flight tests (BGRV and ASSET). Characteristics of selected
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Configuration 2 was a higher wing-loading, relatively blunt all-body with an upswept
spatular nose that is not unlike Russia's Bor series of Lozino-Lozinski hypersonic gliders.

Union compared with the United States, the minimum L/D ratio to ensure a landing on

United States—1.7 for the Soviet Union versus 2.7 for the United States.

Configuration 4 was a product of cooperation between the AFFDL (Alfred Draper) and
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (Robert Masek) to develop a vehicle to
support the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL). This concept was briefed to the U.S.

6
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Al Force in 1964, and elements of that configuration will be shown later. The intentWas 3 9- to 12-pérson venicle for crew rotation that could alternatively carry supplies tothe orbital station on a regular, frequent schedule (about one flight per week per
vehicle). The variable geometry switchblade wing permitted landing with heavy loadsreturning from space and eventually horizontal takeoff. The experimentally determined
configuration feature vias the tal configuration. This configuration was wind tunneltested and demonstrated inherent stability and control at speeds ranging from mach 22
to landing speed
Configuration 6 was a product of cooperation between the AFFDL (Richard D. Neumann)and McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (Robert Krieger) Lo reduce the drag ofhypersonic gliders. Based on the physics that a two-dimensional wedge has less drag
than a right circular cone of the same volume, these engineers devised the "spatularleading edge.” The wind-body configuration formed the basis of the X-20 and DynaSoar
configurations that had a limited hypersonic L/D ratio, primarily because of drag. With
the spatular nose, the nose wave drag could be reduced by 35 to 40 percent, thus
increasing the hypersonic L/D ratio. Configuration 6 was derived from the conventional
wing body, configuration .
Configuration 10 Is an adaptationofthe Russian “Star Body” concept that can enter in
one of three orientations and need not always have one side facing the flow
(compression side). The theory was that in a damaged situation, one of the three sides
would be avalable for a safe entry. The limitation of this configuration concept is a
small internal volume and a high ratio of wetted (surface) area per planform area that
reduces the hypersonic L/D ratio.
The X-248 was based on the FOL-8 sp 7
configuration. The different approaches EE]
to hypersonic glider configuration are Nef Ce
best exemplified by Figure 6. The X- Nee ley244, built by Martin Marietta at its Rigs — | —
Denver, Colorado, facilites, is a round Send I
fuselage configuration with outboard nd aN
high-dihedral-angle vertical tails. All jy
the configurations of this type have a
serious lateral-directional stability TR
problems at low speeds and tend to roll —
about the horizontal axis through the co
fuselage. One designer, the Russian TE
Glebe Lozino-Lozinski, solved the a
problem by employing variable dinedral Figure 6. Martin Marist x-24 A & 8 ResearchTail. The AFFDL solved the problem by  Ghders. X-344 bases on USKF SAIN confurstan.
using nonround configurations; that is,
the quest for high hypersonic L/D ratios led to the solution of the low speed problem.
Under an AFFDL program, Martin Marietta modified the X-24A into a flat-bottomed
configuration with trailing edge elevons called the X-248, shown in Figure 6.
Comments by Bil Dana, the NASA pilot who flew the X-15 and the X-24A/B, about the
change in the slow speed performance of the X-248 confirmed the advantage of the
AFFOL approach.”

7
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The design parameters that largely determine a spacecraft’s weight are its configuration
and the amount of wetted or surface area relative to the planform area. The
hypersonic gliders shown in Figure 5 have differing values of wetted area to planform
area. Another important factor is the presence of wings, such as for configurations 5
nd 6, which are wing bodies with a relatively thin wing or no wing, such as the lifting-
body FDL-class hypersonic glider (configurations 2, 4, or 7). In this case the lifting
bodies have a shape advantage that reduces the amount of surface area that is thin or
subject to high heating. In the 1960s, when the U.S. Air Force's high-performance
lifting body was competing with NASA's modest-performance wing body, there was
much debate regarding the weightofthese lifting concepts compared with that of a
ballistic capsule (see Appendix A). At that time, with the large sea-recovery fleets,
ballistic capsules were the only entry vehicles in either the United States or the former
Soviet Union. A number of studies in the early-to-mid-1960s attempted to rectify and
Quantify the weight of a lifting entry vehicle compared with a ballistic capsule. In all
the discussion in the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs, the cost of the sea
recovery was almost taken for granted, so the focus was on the costofthe vehicle
itself, not the entire vehicle system. The government assembled a chart representing
the relative weight of hypersonic entry systems~from ballistic to high-performance
(high L/0 ratio) liders-—collected from contractor and government reports. The.
relative weight was the system weight compared with that of 3 ballistic capsule with the
Same payload capacity. The result was a correlation curve that showed the high-
performance wing-body gliders could weigh as much as twice what a comparable
payload ballistic capsule weighed. This correlation was based on the L/D ratio of the
vehicle. Apollo has an L/D ratio of about 0.5, but the system was still a ballistic vehicle
with a very limited cross range. One correlation of the data is:

W/W, =1+0.12594L/D)~0.1029¢L/D)’ +0.0621§ L/D)" @
W, = the weightof a ballistic capsule with the same payload

“This correlation yields a high hypersonic L/D ratio glider with a weight almost twice that
of the ballistic capsule. In this correlation, different configuration concepts were mixed
and correlated as a single data set. A report cited in Appendix A (Stephens, 1965)
concluded, “Weight factor for lifting spacecraft results primarily from larger surface area
and only secondarily from the associated spacecraft environment and may be as large
as a factor of two greater than ballistic spacecraft.”

Engineers at the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company examined the database and
concluded the large weight impact fora lifting spacecraft was as much a function of the
configuration as the L/D ratio. The engineers set out to separate the database into
families of like configurations. Where gaps existed, they established a configuration
that provided the L/D ratio sought that was based on the configuration rules for that
family. Three families were identified. The SV family configurations were based on
circular/elliptical cross-section configurations that were characteristic of the HL-10 and
X-24A NASA configuration concepts. The FDL family configurations were based on the
trapezoidal delta planform configuration. And the MRS family configurations were based
on a McDonnell Douglas modified version of the FDL family, with an emphasis on
creating metal-radiative thermal-protection shingles that were fat, thereby reducing
the cost of the shingle and perhaps introducing an element of hardware
interchangeably. Altogether, 10 configurations from among the 3 families were:

8
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designed, weighed, and performed using the same industrial fabrication capability. The
result was a curve representing each configuration family, as shown in Figure 7. The
three families are represented by the three parallel straight fines.

SV FAMILY
15 ee

= <7 TI
\ \\ \

w © Ballistic ZN Lo FDLEARILY

05 =x ne

i MRS TAMILY
L/DWoW, e147

( a )

0 1 2 3
Hypersonic L/D

Figure 7. DetailedDesign Analyses Show the Weight Trends are as Mucha FunctionofConfigurationForm as Uit-to-Drag Rats

W/W, =Kg1+009014L/D)]

K=1.000 for the SV Family @
K=0.9297 for the FDL Family
K=07622 for the MRS Family

“This illustrates that the configuration and its individual wetted area to planform area
can vary as much in their spacecraft weight as they can in their L/D ratio. The high
L/D-ratio configurations had weights comparable to same-payload ballistic capsules of:

sv=19 FoL=17 MRS =1.4

50 the penalty for having a lifting-body configuration is less than expected if the
configuration characteristics are taken into consideration in the design and weighing of
the spacecraft. In addition, the reason the liting spacecraft with high performance was
considered was to eliminate the need for sea recovery and therefore the cost of a
recovery fleet and the damage incurred by the spacecraft in a saltwater landing. The

9
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goal was to be able to recover the spacecraft at any airport in CONUS, to eliminate the
need for an overseas recovery site, and to eliminate the wating required until a lower
L/D ratio could land in CONUS (up to 14 orbits for the Apollo Capsule, or 21 hours). In
an emergency, that may be too long. The AFFDL’s goal for the spacecraft to support
the Manned Orbiting Laboratory was no waiting but to be able to reach CONUS from
any arbitrary MOL position in its orbit. This was considered possible in the 1964-65
briefs to the government with respect to MOL, specifically the Model 176 configuration
the MDC proposed for the MOL support in 1964.

The hypersonic glider based on the FDL-7C and the hypersonic air-breathing aircraft in
Figure 8 both have hypersonic L/D ratios in excess of 2.7. In very practical terms, that
means unpowered cross ranges in excess of 4,500 nautical miles and down ranges on
the order of the Earth's circumference. So these two craft can depart from any location
of a low-altitude orbit and land in CONUS or in continental Europe. Both are
dynamically stable over the entire gide regime.

FDL-7 CID
Hypersonic

Glider

Blended Body
Hypersonic

Cruiser

Figure . High-performance Hypersonic Glide Aircraft. Rocket boct-gde and a breathr crser.

The wing-body, cylindrical fuselage advocates have strongly criticized the lifting bodies,
contending that they are poorer configurations and much more complicated than the
conventional-wisdom wing-body configurations (see Figure 9). However, that is far
from the truth. The structural specialist sees this configuration as a lightweight
propellant tank and assumes it is this consideration that drives the design. Rather, that
observation introduces problems for all other technical disciplines that are far more
difficult to rectify than a noncylindrical tank or a cylindrical tank in a nonsymmetrical
cross section. The lone lifting surface with trailing edge controls introduces control
issues just as it did for the space shuttle.

10
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Giide angle of attack
Complex very high ~ 45° compared
cued TPS to 15° for high LID design

} system, i
NASA Langley i /
Wing-Cylinder Lo
Configuration Concept |
WI-004 LEN of. Unsymmetrical

Inadequate voices ean
Iateraldrectionsl produce super-Stabiity and Sonic control
control “. “. problems

\, "> Cylinder heating
7 4 N extends up to

/ \ 55° t060°/ ~ \.
Wing training Poor hypersonic
edge controls | to-drag ratio
provide limited Thi wings mits glide range
control capability encounter
foramiitary severe heatingmaneuver vehicle from bom aries

ie. hot structure”
Figure 5. NASA Langley Wing-Bady Configuration WB-004 With Genarally rica Areafo Wing BodlesToonired
With a high entry angle of attack, the cross flow over the cylinder produces high
heating rates beyond the mid-cylinder line. With a lower L/D ratio, the down and cross
ranges are limited as to what might be achieved but more in line with NASA one-
missed-orbit criterion. The thin wings are heated on both sides to create added thermal
problems, as well as added surface area to increase drag.
Al Draper and his team, together with Bob Maseks team at McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics, worked long and diligently to arrive at the FDL-7/Model 176,
configurations shown in Figure 10. The insert photo is Dale Reed's model of the FDL-
7MC radio-controlled model at NASA Dryden. The AFFDL and MDC configurations were
inherently stable at all operational angles of attack from at least mach 22 to landing
speed. The remainder of this report will focus on the characteristics of this class of
lifting body. The statements in Figure 10 were all based on wind tunnel data. A real
advantage of the trapezoidal shape was not only flat metallic shingles but heating on
the sides and upper surface that was at least three-fifths that of the conventional
shapes. The glide range was such that this configuration could land in CONUS from any
location on any inclination orbit from its current orbit with no waiting.

11
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Uiing body configuration AFFDL-7C/D Lifting Bod:Flgnttested nose cimtatesth wings win ! 3 BodyTniesonasoues  imnates tingei Configuration Concept
100°C temperature ras ang gibal ide ange.

\ \ Altying control
\ Surfaces povide
x \ ‘stability and control

\ fom ach 02 1022
= \,

Heat pp leading
edges desires yHoh UD ending /
edge radi Fat panefA -—

Dele Reed Trapescigal cross !
“.. NASADoyden goeorort OR {

dca 1957 cagras |
~ mre pattaid wih rating doeL heatngby 10 aps assure subsonic

Iatra rector- Sabity ana contol
gure 10. DL-7C/D and FDL-7MC Lifing-Body Configuration. Ofers nhren tay sn cool wiherech am 2s re on
“The switchblade wing version of the FDL-7MC was the preferred version for 1983
studies that were part of the McDonnell Douglas TAV (transatmospheric vehicle) effort;that vehicle was powered by either an Aerojet Sacramento ai turboramjet or an air-
breathing rocket propulsion system. The invard-turning, variable-capture area inlet
provides the correct engine airflow from landing speeds {o mach 5.5, 2s lustrated in
Figure 11.

& J:!
E —

Figure 11. FOL7C/D with a DuPont Rractable InwardTuring Inlet
The propellant tanks were cylindrical-segment, multilobe structures with bulkheads and
Stingers to support the flat, metal-radiative therma-protection shingles (very similar to
those fabricated by Goodrich Aerospace for the now-defunct X-33). The nose was
12
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transpiration cooled with low-rate water-porous spherical nose. The shar ladingies (the same 14ating edge rads wos sed fo tn nest a) Were queen eaties Ce approneh wos vemes soccemstny doing he 3304058 Hmehiame and aeFoon tbe aap! in weigh and ar mare drome tion  cornparable corocarboncatoan system. The AFFDL experince wih carbon-carbon leading edgesOn te ASSET tet vehicle cominced the Ax Free heeded a more Surebe soutien.
Figure 12 compares the FDL-7C/D and the McDonnell Douglas Model 176. The Model176 mad a power a nos that was assent Curves spatulr nose and 3 HigherSeth arate resign the some uesble vom but with a ghar RypOENC TD.
Sacrificed were the flat-panel thermal-protection shingles over part of the fore body.Both ConfgLrations retomes the Xtal configuration developed by Gn Goumer ofWeDormell Doug. A tne time, the asner vemcle Wout Rave een & Marsh eanTIC. Hod av engine with i performance of the. Pat Witney XLR.123 been
available, there would have been lateral recoverable, fuel/oxidizer tanks on either side
of the vehicle, with all of the engines installed in the hypersonic glider. This was similarhe Lockheed Stor Chnper (os Fire 38)

= FDL-7 C/D
yom aca 1962 Modified

SEE EE
<N \

Model 176 —
Modified Ton circa 1964

Waurs 12. Compreof FOL 75/0 op and ode 76htm)
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The author was aware of three people—lames . Mcbannel, the AFFDL' Albert Draper,
Tre Roses GheeLoto.Loria no deany unierstood the needfo ong rossed comerahoe Capopiys nok Met of on ise rit. Cc wil observe tot
osu ha fied i BOR venice an L/D rato of 1.7 1 15 and nt the
5% 3 rele fo Earth Circumferentiali range Firs, th lnatisinal extent
$end tomes Soviet rion wes te ht of CONUS, ar a Ears creumierent ideange was nt hecesan; to ensure recovery whi the continental Soviet Union’
therefore, a lesser L/D ratio was acceptable. Second, in personal conversations with
he outnr:Lost Locos Indated a Russlan government agency force nim to mi
he ghia range to amar recovery n continents Rusa and preven escape tthe
United States. In a further step to prevent escape, when the vehicle was in range of
CONUS: rn Son Gsaped Ks Gaon Systm:
The nee fora ongcross ange and dou range capably o there i no waiting inore cas of an margeny of lla noe prESrAad apa In Fue 13.
taresinly tn 0reoest Iaraange (Gacs1ange}regurament fo 20 Wak fo
550 orbital inclination, the usual Russian orbital inclination. The nominal U.S. orbital
inclination is 28.5 degrees, with a waiting timeof 8 orbits (approximately 12 hours) for
Space ante cass Gide. Ax the Intimatons Space Staton rbkal ncinaia, he

orbital waiting time for a shuttle-class glider is 6 orbits. In comparison, Apollo's orbitalWoling iwa about 4 aris, povided ih return trajectory ncuded an EarthSorkin rb bere ny nt ti Ears tmosphire. Tha L.7 and Hocel 170 cass
of gliders could immediately enter a return glide from their orbits. This provides aScant chaniage fof the Inernaionl Space Staion aperatrs and Yehe crew;
who need only enter hypersonic gliders attached to an orbital station and initiateSear procebore 5 bon the Ground 65 han 30 mites 1 a emergency.
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eea issedpg,
Figure 13, the no-waiting cross range (lateral range) is 3,600 to 4,400 nautical miles.

LnRT Sieshe, Teoyescion
These high-performance gliders were unique to the AFFDL. The intent in case of a fire
would be to immediately evacuate to the hypersonic gliders and then depressurize the
station to control any fire (remember that Mercury and Gemini could be depressurized).

w3 TT oa 75J | MDCdaa
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nv1 nsins
blended body handling qualities to be very good, and therefore a pilot's fear factor is

but that he could land the X-24B almost with no hands as it flared automatically. To
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Minimum Acceptable Initial Speed
Based on Accelerated Stall Margin0 :
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Thermodynamics and Materials

The structure of Model 176 was based on diffusion-bonding and super-plastic forming of

freed from its steel enclosure. All of that has been completely replaced today by the

Engine Development at Pratt & Whitney: The Inside StoryofEight Special Projects 146-

200,000 Feet,” showsa surviving remnant from the 1960s program.

The super-plastic-forming, diffusion bonding that was so difficult in early 1960 is now

from titanium sheet elements using this procedure instead of machining away more
than 90 percent of a titanium forging. Had the procedure been adopted as a product-
manufacturing method, it would have eliminated the almost 2-year manufacturing cycle

16
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aircraft structure and the propellant tank wall. The cryogenic propellants were isolated
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tunnel modelof the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company Model 176 installed in
the McDonnell Aircraft Company Hypersonic Impulse Tunnel for a heat transfer mapping
test is shown in Figure 17. Note that, conforming to the piloting concepts of the 1960s,
it has a clearly distinct windshield. The model accomplished thermal mapping to
determine the heat transfer distributions on the body and upper fins.

Figure 17. Model 176 in the McDonnell Douglas Hyparvelociy Impulse Tunnel (circa 1964) forTermoaraphic Phosphor HetTransfer Mapping, can th Upset ir
Among the important determinations that resulted from these heat transfer tests was
that the sharp-leading-edge, flat-bottomed, trapezoidal cross section reduced the
heating to the sides and upper surfaces, as shown in Figure 18. In the rangeof angles
of attack corresponding to maximum hypersonic L/D ratio, the sharp leading-edge
comer separates and reduces theuppersurface heating. Because of this separation,
the isotherms are parallel to the lower surface and are 2,100 to 2,400 °F (1,149 to
1,316 °C) cooler than on the compression surface. The upper control fins are hot, but
there are approaches and materials applicable to control surfaces. The temperatures
shown are radiation equilibrium temperatures. With nose water transpiration cooling
(demonstrated in a flight test in 1966) and heatpipe leading edges (demonstrated at
NASA Langley in 1967-68), the temperatures of the nose and leading edges are 212 °F
and 1,300 °F (100 °C and 704 °C ), respectively. The thermal mapping enabled
identification of primary flow characteristics in the boundary layer of the vehicle. In

18
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Figure 18, radiation equilibrium skin temperature is the skin temperature that results
when the radiated thermal energy stemming from the skin temperature equals the.
Input aerodynamic heating minus any conduction into the airframe

woo
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Figure 18. FDL-7C/D, Model 176 Entry Temperature Distribution. Upps-suracs heating = ined bySeo aver.
Figure 19 is a thermographic phosphor PSH
image of the model in Figure 17 at a 12-
degree angle of attack (maximum L/D ——
ratio) at mach 12. Even at mach 12, .
there are vortices embedded in the.am Ty.
heat transfer gauges that were used to :
establish the value for geerin Figure 19.
The stagnation heat transfer was 25
times the reference value. This
technique, when calibrated with the .
reference heat transfer gauges, provided cm
2 rapid and accurate means to determine wr
heat transfer distributions with 3 Beem
minimum of installed gauges. The Si = N
technique was adopted by other wind AID mem
tunnel facilities, including the Arnold aen
Engineering Development Center at i
Tullahoma, Tennessee.

Figure 15. Even at Mach 12, Embedded Vortices inrE emiary ayer Aver th Loca Hews Tanater
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On other McDonnell hypersonic configurations with all-movable control surfaces, the
interface between the fin and the body became a critcal heating issue for the rotating
anaft ataching the fin 0 the body. This was an area of concen on this vehicle, and
Specially instramented fins were installed to measure the local heating. Again, the
Shermonraphic phosphors were used to map the heating. Figure 20 shows the model in
Fioure 17 5t a taxifaurn 48-degree angle of attack. Fin heating distributions were
made at 16+, 24, 34-, and 40-dearee anoles of attack!’ and are shown in Figure 21
The brighter the phosphor is, the lower ts temperature Is (the phosphor darkens as the
Surface temperature creases). So the area adjacent to the body is at a lower
Temperature than on the fin. In fact, examining Figure 21 shows that for al angles of
attack tested, there was always the cool layer adjacent to the body. So the fin
attachment Journal/shaft would not be a thermal problem. At angi of attack lower
Sham 16 dagtecs, he heating became less intense. This tail configuration ofa fixed
anhedral lowe fin with railing edge controls and an ail-movable Upper fin provided the
Control authority over the entire mach range required for stability and control and did
ot have a thermodynamic ssue with fin attachment heating.
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igure 20. Thermographic Phosphor Imageof Figure 31. From L/D Maximumto Maximum AnglePetea mum vai of Each. of WackToaraiAtay a Goo Subayar
Semeank he we

With 1960 materials and manufacturing methods, about 95 percent of the aerodynamic
heating was radiated to space, about 2.5 percent was retained in the shingles, and
about 2.5 percentwas transferred into the titanium tenk/primary structure, Using
Goodrich Aerospace’sstandof/attachment techniques developed for the X-33, today
around 0.5 to 1 percentofthe aerodynamic heating would be transferred into the
itanium tank/primary structure. The shingle material would also be better today.
Figure 22 shows a silcon carbide matrix reinforced with silicon carbide fiers that was
Shown a the 1988 Paris AIr Show, A combustorofthis material was operated at 3,000
SF Continuously for 3 number of days at SEs Bordeaux plant, as witnessed by the
author, Unfortunately, SEP wes subsequently taken over by anther company and
prompily closed. The parts manufacturing at Bordeaux was truly Impressive to
Comeone in space systems but too costly to 8 subsonic round engine manufacturer.

2
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One of the difficulties with silicon carbide (SIC) is that it i ridged fibers, like very-small-diameterrods. When the NASPteam visited Japan in 1988, one of the very Interesting
products of the UBE Corporation was Tyranno® cloth (see Figure 23). Composed ofstrong, flexible fibers from natural Feldspar, Tyranno cloth handled and felt ike tweedcloth. The cloth could be wetted by liquid aluminum o titanium, and the NASP tearsaw examples of both aluminum and titanium metal matrix composite (MMC) products,For example, an aluminum MMC piston and connecting rod was being used in Kawasakiracing engines. And a powder form of aluminum MMC was being used as a dry pigmentthat was fused onto the surface of Kawasaki motorcycle mufflers. The MDC NASP teamforesaw many applications for Tyranno cloth for its NASP aircraft

. wo CRT)1 7Ll a LS

a1 \ He ka4 { Th 4)

| 3 &
RNA 3

BAR
Figure 22. This 1988 SEP Bordeaux SIC/SIC anal Figura 23, UBE Corporation's Tyranno Glth. TheCould Sustain Temperaturesof up to 3,000 °F. + Cth was Used naan In openWi SE havi Somenotnty dost of weopti ramans
The FDL-7 and Model 176 configurations
always elicit comments that their sharpness
and the associated high heating rates make
them nonviable concepts. However, that is
not the case. Figure 24 shows a 1-inch-
diameter, sintered-nickel nose tip attached
toa 1,000-psi water tank that sweats ’water. The result is a functional sharp,
low-drag nose with a minimum-thickness 2entropy boundary layer.2 This tip was
flight-tested on a hypersonic glider (BGRV
flight in 1966) beginning at about 22,000
feet/second. Today, Aerojet Sacramento'splatelet diffsion-bonding technique would
make this a much easier task. Some tre A PeraLs Micke Vis Suing ata
experimental evidence from the BGRV light heatersatmmscsmarsiecomer ornens ™indicates the water vapor fim in the
boundary did act to reduce the hea transfer to the body aftofthe nose.
21
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A Draper assembled the ASSET (Aerathermodyramic Structural and System
Environmental Tes) xparment! gh-tes program 20 value current 05. Ar Force
and NASA materials for hypersonic entry vehicles. The intent was to launch a test
Vehicle from an Ar Force Tnor IRBM in th 18,000 to 30,100 fet/secon range and
Tecover he venice. The ASSET glide wss approximately the forward portion ofthe X-
a Dynasoa venice and 5 how in Figure 23 fe recovery. Except for ha corbon
Ieacig ages, he matrils general performed as required. A a resi, smal seam
GF MCBomel Doulas Astronautics Company engineers and model bulders begon
orking oh an alternate approach or th leading cages, Thi teas efor rested
Trine hoa pipe eating adys noun i Fours 26, serie of ormed sales see
tubes brazed ageiner to form a eaing ado 230d on NAGA space shuttleTeQuircments. he tubes contained a saness steel mesh wick and were ied vithetic soda
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ure 25. FL ASSET Fg.Tote rom ria Figs 36. eat Pip shut Lnding Edo

The leading edge was tested in NASA Langley’s 8-foot High-Temperature StructuresTul the NAGA Langley Radiation Thermal Tet Facity and the Doll Douales
Graphite Thermal-Altitude Test Facility (graphite radiation heaters within a vacuum
altitude chamber). Allofthese tests showed the installed leading edge to be durable,
robust, and lightweight (equaled the installed NASA carbon-carbon leading edges).
Starts from cold tubes showed the sodium melts and began the heat pump processiuany Gfficlies. Because hs leading edge was made by he engineers andMechanics 5 8 ne af 3 Kind, he tubes developed thermal shorts and othr problemsOver the span of the testing, al of hich wer recied before she (eG continued.though brite and GTC to manfaciure, ths e3ding edge met he
thermodynamacists’ solution of a simple radiation structure, not a heat pump.!?
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The Qu Tube

In the 1990s, a colleague, Ying-Ming Lee, who then worked at MSE in Butte, Montana,
showed the author a copper tube about a foot long that was a hea pipe from his
colleague in Taiwan.Ifthe tip was put into a cup of hot water, the other end almost.
instantly was too hot to hold. If it was quickly put into a glass of cold water, that tip
just as quickly became ice cold. As documented in the excerpted page below from the
University of Alabama, Huntsville, Annual Report, the apparent conductivity is greater
than copper and could not be melted, as the thermal energy would be removed so fast
that a significant temperature rise could not be attained. This could have significant
industrial application for the United States. The late Clark Hawk had obtained a 10-
foot-long Qu tube and tested it in his laboratory. The results were published in the
University of Alabama, Huntsville, Annual Report. However, as Clark Hawk discovered,
the Chinese team associated with Professor Qu in mainland China wes not about to let
this discovery into American hands. Plus his team was composed of a number of
young, ambitious technocrats who thought they knew how to make ther fortune. So
both Ying-Ming’s and Clarks attempts to advance beyond a demanstration tube ended
in frustration. Any attempt to open the tube results in failure, as whatever is in the
tube reacts into an inert powder. The author has two smaller tubes in his possession.
With applications including hypersonic vehicles, nuclear power plants, and electronic
cooling, these devices would lead to an economic breakthrough in practical thermal
control
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he Qu Tube or Superube.issomewhat conver, meres. A ater calorimeter i ied t0 mesure the est
‘According othe mentor (Patent No. 6.32823) and to conducted slong the Supersbe, Fin, shown in Fire
aims by che company and i quoted sels ofss 19,30 ncn 0 anf the high hst fox0 the
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Rocket Propulsion
The photo in Figure 27 is from the Society of Automotive Engineers book, Advanced
Engine Development at Pratt & Whitney: The Inside StoryofEight Special Projects 146-1971, by Dick Mulready. Chapter6of this book, “Boost Gide and the XLR-129 - mach
20 at 200,000 Feet,” mentions the McDonnell Douglas baost-glide strategic vehicle, 25well 2s iting the key personnel at McDonnell Aircraft Company. Some time ago, a
model showed up on the desk of a now-Boeing employee that was not readilyidentifiable. The author has an original model of ths boot-glide strategic vehicle, and it
matched the unidentified model shown in Figure 27.

The XLR-129 was a shuttle-class engine that operated with turbopump exit pressures of
3,500 psi. It was brought to full pressure operation for the U.S. Air Force in just over 3
months. In comparison, the space shuttle main engine (shown in Figure 28),
operating with a lesser turbopump exit pressure, required 3 years to reach full pressure
operation and never demonsirated reusability without overhaul.
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Figure 27. oost-Gilde Strategic Vehicle With Pratt Figure 28. XLR-129, a Shte-Ciss Engie Tht RanA Simney XLR155 Rocker Engine Installed Gren Io 40 Test yes Wh Ory Companent Barna andi964 No Erin Aching

The final paragraph of chapter 6 in Mulready’s book contains the following passage:
“The liquid oxygen turbopump was the next component in line. However, before It was
funded, NASA had started the space shuttle campaign, and the Air Force gave the XLR-
129 program to NASA granting free use of the existing hardware to Pratt & Whitney.
NASA promptly canceled the liquid oxygen turbopump because it would be unfair to our
‘competitors to fund it.” With the demise of the XLR-129, a rocket engine with a run
recordof 42 simulated flights (in the test chamber) without any overhaul disappeared.
This engine was really the type of hardware a Kelly Johnston would oversee—that is,
the best application of the industrial capabilites available in the skiled mechanics,
engineers, and manufacturers. The only other engine of its class i the Russian RD-
0120 engine manufactured by Autokinamatiki for the Energia launcher. This engine
functioned on the test stand for 80 simulated flights to space and return before
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overhaul was necessary. It, too, met its end in a government-terminated program, lost
to future space launcher designers.

Two air-breathing rocket propulsion systems permit examination of a rocket-powered
vehicle as an operationally viable commercial system with low-noise airport operation,
reduced operational weight, and global deployability for a space-based FedEx or UPS
(cargo is economically viabie, passengers yet to be determined). The earliest of these
is a rocket system that operates as an air-breathing rocket below mach 5.5. This
concept dates to the late 19505 and the Marquardt Company. The termination of the
first aerospace plane halted this work, but John Ahern! continued his work, as did John
Leingang?® at the U.S. Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. Much of Leingang’s work
was kept out of the technical literature in the 19605, so this is a current reference
establishing that earlier work. John Ahern was one of the first analyzers of the Liquid
Air Cycle Engine (LACE) concept, and one who identified the sources of irreversibility
and approaches to minimize them. In Russia, Keldesh Insitute independently began,
conducting experiments with LACE systems, as reported at the 2002 conference
Sponsored by the Association Aéronatique ct Astronautique de France and also by
Rudakov?. 1 and Balepin.i* In Japan, NAL Mitsubishi and ISAS conducted experiments
that were leading to an air-breathing rocket system, and an impressive, ice-free, 1-
cublc-meter liquefying heat exchanger was demonstrated for the NASP visiting team in
1988.25.21 With only one hydrogen test stand in Sendi, LACE development was
deferred until the problems with the H-1 engine were solved. However, by then
interest was lost. In India, research organizations used all of the published LACE
documents to arrive at a credible system configuration and performance.
Unfortunately, India at the time did not have the manufacturing skill and methods to
make a functional LACE System.

There are two types of air-breathing rockets, both of which are based an using the
recoverable energy in the liquid hydrogen to drive the systems, as diagramed in
Figure 29. In both systems, the liquid hydrogen absorbs the thermal energy in the inlet
air stream to reduce the air temperature to nearly saturation in an upstream heat
exchanger. In the LACE, as the name implies, a second heat exchanger liquefies the
cold gas and a turbopump pressurizes the liquidairto the correct working pressure
required by the rocket motor. The thermal energy is picked up by the hydrogen in
cooling the gas, and the rocket (including the combustion chamber) Is used to drive the
‘expansion turbines powering the turbopumps (left sketch in Figure 29). In the
Japanese system, a low-pressure ratio compressor pressurizes the cold gas before it
enters into the downstream heat exchanger, increasing the quantity of liquid air
produced per unit liquid hydrogen. With a heat exchanger in the rocket motor
combustion chamber, there is sufficient thermal energy to power the expansion
turbines compressing the saturated or liquid air and deeply cool or liquefy the incoming
air to at least mach 5.5. In the deeply cooled system (Rudakov and Balepin), a
turbocompressor compresses the cold gas to the injection pressure required by the
rocket motor. The thermal energy picked up by the hydrogen in cooling the gas and
the rocket (including the combustion chamber) is used to drive the expansion turbines
powering the turbocompressor (right sketch in Figure 28). One of the difficulties with
Bond's HOTOL (horizontal takeaf and landing) engine compared with Rudakov and
Balepin was that HOTOL avoided the combustion heat exchanger at the expense of
having the air-breathing rocket operate to less than mach 4, increasing the to-orbit
Weight ratio and gross weight and thereby making the concept less viable. In both

2
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cases, the low-pressure hydrogen exiting the expansion turbines is entered into the
rocket motor at a matching pressure.

LACE Deeply Cooled
Hye chia
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Figure 29. Two Rocket Alr-Breathing Rocket Cycles to Mach 5.5. To the lf is ono employing lquefied i
(LACE cyce). To the right i ane employing gh pressure Sir ooiedto near saturation,

There is always the option of direct Ns oer =r
ascent by rocket into a trajectory. _ orf Ci IF
Whether by turbojet or rocket, a million _e=m
pounds of thrust is always noisy and Fa
smoke filed. We can thank the Russian
design bureaus for arriving at a concept ETT en
that eliminated the noisy, smoky, and ess
hazardous launches by increasing the J

HOTOL concept. Figure 30 shows the <E=ESR
development of the all-rocket HOTOL < >
system from the original HOTOL The
original air-breathing rocket HOTOL, 5
powered by the Rolls Royce 545 engine
as developed by Alan Bond, essentially a
used all hydrogen fuel (except for space DN sR
operations). The hydrogen required a eee
Volume about 5 times greater than a 6:1 Sea
LOX/hydrogen propellant for a rocket
engine. The classical aGrOdyNOMICS igure a0, TOL Evolution: rom Asrodumamicmet ha LO ratio.Butasceter ‘Optimum Configuration to Practical Launcher
maximize the L/D ratio. But accelerating Configuration.The tie was developed trough Siish
to orbital speed requires a low angle of Aerospace Russian cooperation.
attack and minimum drag coefficient at
2ero lft (Coa), not maximum L/D ratio. The simple problem, recognized by Kichemann,
was that the vehicle was too slender and therefore had a large wetted area compared
with its reference planform area; hence, zero lft drag and structural weight were too
high. Even when the BAE Systems tear switched to an all-rocket and compromised
the slenderness, this did not significantly reduce the wetted area. The Russian
approach was to design a stout vehicle with a much lower ratio of wetter area to
reference planform area. The trapezoidal cross section of the FDL-7/Model 176 yields
2 ratio of wetted area to planform area less than the Gircular cross section of the
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Russian HOTOL. However, NPO Molnyia provided a unique approach to space access by
decoupling the attachment to a few fixed base operations and opening up space access
toa global clientele, and not froma remote nation, but from Russia. NPO Molnyia’s
approach also removed the noise and smoke from a rocket launch to a mundane takeoff
of a turbofan-powered transport.

The upper payload limit of the An-225 is 300 metric tons for the structural mounts on
the top of the fuselage. With a conventional rocket, that limit was reached for the
Russian HOTOL at 5.45 metric tons, not the 7 tons desired. With the addition of an air-
breathing rocket to the initial part of the trajectory and the FDL-7/Model 176
configuration, that limit now is not reached with even an 11-ton payload.

‘The An-225 has the empennage modified from the An-124 single vertical and horizontal
to an 'H configuration. This permits the powered hypersonic glider to easily lft off the
top of the vehicle, as the MBB Sanger wind tunnel test demonstrated. A second
modified transport would be modified to carry the liauid hydrogen and liquid air to fuel
the hypersonic vehicle, along with maintenance and support crew. The intent was to
use the automatic launch checkout the author witnessed at Baikanour in 1988, wherein
a Soyuz that arrived on its train carrier at 0500 hours launched carrying a Progress
capsule at 1715 hours the same day. That should make a local launch possible within
hours of arriving at the specified airport launch departure site. Again, we can thank the
Russian design bureaus for arriving with a concept that might be the first economically
viable global launch concept not tied to a fixed geographical launch site that employs
robust, proven carrier aircraft.

As illustrated in Figure 31, a LACE system operating to mach 5.5 that has the same
operational weight empty and 7-metric ton (15,435-1b) payload as an all-rocket reduces
the liftoff gross weight of a HOTOL concept operating from atop a transport by 150
metric tons (330,000 Ib). That enables a transport launch platform to carry an orbital
launcher with a functional payload greater than 11 metric tons (24,225 Ib). Payloads
greater than 11 tons are determined by the size of the launcher atop the transport.
The launcher can become too large for the transport to maintain stability and control.
‘The exhaust temperature and therefore velocity of a LACE rocket are less than those of
a hydrogen/oxygen rocket, resulting in a quieter launch and making launch from a
transport more favorable. ‘The LACE-powered vehicle is physically smaller than the
rocket vehicle because the propellant weight and volume are less. The green line in
Figure 31 is the propellant weight for the sized LACE orbital launcher. The important
thing to remember is that the air-breathing rocket motor is the same as the all-rocket
motor; only the propellant mix is different.
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Figure 31. LAGE Air-Sreathing Rocket Reduces Gross LIRoff Weight by 150 Metric Tons and Uses
Existing Rocket Engines

‘The LACE or deeply cooled cycle could
also be adapted to operate in the FOL-
7/Model 176 if it were a first stage toa <= 1
two-stage-to-orbit system, as shown in
Figure 32 with a retractable, inward-
turning inlet In this case, there is fr es kt
another version of the precooled air- nebreathing engine concept, called the a i;
KLIN cycle, that was invented by V. V. eon
Balapin 27 Like the LACE and deeply pe [-
cooled systems, the KLIN cycle can =~] ] isignificantly reduce the size and weight (TT
of a launcher. The KLIN™ Deeply Cooled aTurbojet/Rocket Cycle incorporates a
heat exchanger upstream of the Figure 32. The FDL7 Class of Vehicies With An
compressor to thermally control the air Anthony DuPont Variable Captureand a Retractable
to the compressor so 3 lower Corrected [oll TesledoMach 3 Employing an Al-aresthing
speed of the compressor can be
maintained with the increasing mach number. The cycle also thermally integrates an
expander cycle racket engine, one in which rejected thermal energy is used to drive the
turbopumps and accessories. The initial cycle calculations have shown good results for

hypersonicvehicle spacelauncher applications. For mach numbers less than mach 5.5,
the turbojet and rocket operate as a single system providing the required total thrust
for acceleration.
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Up-and-Down Operations

problem is that in some launcher studies, the study directives mandated horizontal

concept selected. Horizontal takeoff requires that the wing loading be compatible with

postulated in the 1960s by using very large gimbaled rocket motors to rotate upward

and cause the body to also rotate, lifting off the nose wheel as the vehicle lifts off with

an actual system. For space launchers, the takeoff speed of the basic delta is high

(square symbols). If the takeoff speed is too high for the propulsion system chosen

only lift-increasing devices available are a leading-edge vortex flap or a retractable
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Adding the switchblade wing (see inset photo in Figure 10) provides a reasonabletakeoff speed for all mass ratios (gren triangles). This takeoff speed with theswitchblade wing deployed is approximately the landing speed with the wing stowed.With the wing deployed (blue diamonds), the landing spec is almost constant, since allof the launcher vehicles have very similar empty-plus-payload weights (operationalweight empty). Then the landing speed becomes very modest, lower even than that ofmostcommercial transports and military aircraft. With this approach, the switchbladewing can be either deployed or stowed, and the ianding and takeoff Speeds can beessentially equal, adding a degree of operational simplicty. The switchblade wing wasdesigned with the expectation that the gliders would return with greater payloads thanthey delivered. Landing and takeoff speeds correspond to those of current miltaryaircraft and commercial transports, at least for the lower mass ratios (5 or ess).Whether the switchblade wing Is deployed or stowed, a set of Solutions exists in whichthe landing andtakeoff speeds are similar.
Figure 34 begins with a solution map of vertical takeofflaunchers, as represented bythe shaded areas in the lower part of the figure. Al of these data are for convergedSolutions, whereby the mission requirements are met and the mass and volume of eachsolution are converged. These solution areas represent the entire propulsion spectrum,from all-rocket (far right) to advanced air-breathing systems (ar lef). These Solutionareas are for vertical takeoff and horizontal landing (VTOHLY, with a thrust-to-weight
ratio at takeoff (TWTO) of 1.35 and a Kiichemann tau equal 10 0.2.
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Figure 34. Horizontal Launch Not Practical Unless Weight RatioisLess Than Four
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Gross weight trends are shown for five diferent takeoff wing loadings for horizontal
takeoff and landing (HTOL). Solutions for constant wing loading are shown for values
Of tau from 0.2 to 0.063. The curves sweep upward between tau = 0.2 and tau =
0.063 and are variable tau solutions for a fixed takeoff wing loading. The curve for 200
Ib/ft? never converged at tau = 0.063 and is almost vertical. So if 185 knots is an
acceptable takeoff speed, then the maximum weight ratio without significant weight
penalty over vertical takeoff is about 5.6 (40 years ago, Dwight Taylor of McDonnell

Aircraft determined the point to be a weight ratio of 5.5). This excludes conventional
ockets but does permit high-performance air-breathing rockets and the KLIN cycle.

The point at which the VTOHL and HTOL modes have the same gross weight is then the
maximum weight ratio for which there is no penalty for horizontal takeoff, For
‘example, at a takeoff wing loading of 976 kg/m? (200 Ib/ft?), the point at which the
VTOHL and HTOL modes have the same gross weight is for a weight ratio of 5.5, or an
air-breathing speed of mach 6 + 0.3. For a takeoff wing loading of 610 kg/m? (125
Ib/ft?), the VTOHL/HTOL boundary is now a weight ratio of 4.3, or an air-breathing

mach 10.5 £ 0.5. This wing loading would be consistent with that of commercial
transports and is also correct to ai launch horizontal landing at about mach 0.72 and
35,000 feet. For a takeoff wing loadingof 464 kg/m? (95 Ib/ft?), the VTOHL/HTOL

boundary is now a weight ratio of 3.4, or an air-breathing mach 13 % 1.0.
For an air-breathing rocket, a mass ratio of 5.0 is achievable, resulting in a gross
Weight of about 230 tons. This is less thanhalf the 480 tons for an ai-rocket case.
However, if a horizontal takeoff requirement is imposed a priori, the lowest wing
loading for which a practical solution exits is 610.2 kg/m?. At that point, the gross
Weight for the horizontal takeoff solution is about 800 tons, almost twice the all-rocket
Value. 1f a study tear is not aware of the comparison to vertical takeoff, it may draw
the improper conclusion that the propulsion system caused the divergent solution. For
lower wing loading, the solution curve becomes vertical, and the solution will not
Converge. The conclusion is that if the weight ratio is greater than 4.3, the best vehicle
Configuration Is vertical takeoff or an air-launched configuration (all of the vehicles have
a horizontal landing mode). If the goals are the lowest gross weight and the smallest
Sized vehicle, then It Is Important to let the characteristics of the converged solution
themselves determine the takeoff and landing modes. To translate the takeoff wing
loading into takeoff speed and the landing wing loading (operational weight empty plus.
10-percent margin, so the launcher can return with payload and fuel residuals.
onboard), use legacy correlations from McDonnell Advanced Engineering. The
‘equations for landing and takeoff speeds are given below:

(Vr0)yuu = V22TTH4SLTO

(Vio), =TRETSIID= 173.6750 LTO @10ers VE

As pointed out previously, an a priori selection of horizontal takeoff (HTO) can have a
Very deleterious effect on the weight and size of an SSTO launcher. For example, a
VTOHL air-breather propuision concept should have a gross weight of 300 to 325 metric
tons at takeof, compared with 750 tons for an all-rocket VTOHL propulsion concept. A
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forced HTO mode would instead have a gross weight in excess of 1,000 tons. So the
resulting observation was "See! Air breathers are not lighter than all-rocket!” And sothe rocket proponents have defeated an air-breathing solution since the first aerospaceplane in 1958.

Launch Options
Previously, an option was presented for a mobile launch platform that was limited to an
11- to 12-metric ton (24,225- to 26,460-Ib) payload. This section presents a
conventional vertical launch site that provides for frequent, scheduled launches and no
intrinsic payload weight. In a discussion with the author, Lozino-Lozinski questioned
the practicality of the NASP, describing it as nothing more than a very large orbital-
entry-protected propellant tank. His approach was to minimize the volume of
propellant tanks that required orbital-entry protection. Prior to meeting DARPA's
Robert Williams, the MDC had the same philosophy, 2s shown in Figure 35.

2,370,000 Ib 814,500 Ib 580,000 1b

/ L 3000000 — A go o00m

| £ |
512,000 1b 3fA I. / te S000

- Tbe” \> Ll)

LrrE 3 Sm

SSTO 11/2 Stage 2 Stage
Figure 35. Propelant Tanks That Are Not Reentry Venicias Greatly Reduce Systam Weight Venture stariasaa

This was the MDC manned aerospace vehicle approach we briefed before the NASP.
“The size, thermal protection system surface area, and weight of the SSTO vehicle to
Just a stage-and-a-half concept is significant. All of the booster segments were fully
recoverable and reusable with rebuilding. The cargo capsule was not recoverable. This
‘operational concept envisioned frequent, scheduled launches at least equal in number
0 those of the 1964 MOL support launcher—that is, 100 to 150 launches a year.
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but we belleved new launch complexes would be required to achieve the desired launchates and to accommodate sustained-Use vehicles
This all seems impossible given today's launch operations and preparation time, but in1964 it was considered possible both n the United States and in the former SovietUnion. It appears that two known companies proposed on the MOL support system, asshown in Figure 38. The Model 176 preliminary launches were to be on a Martin TranTIC, “This was adequate for testing, put the minimum launches for one year of Support
of MOL was 74 launches. That 74 Titan LIICs could achieve a sustained manufacturing
rateor asustained launch rate was not considered. So both Lockheed Aircraft and
McDonnell Douglas proposed a self-sustained operational system using recoverable
lateral propellant tanks. There were no engines on the lateral tanks as there were In
the aircraft since they were simply drop tanks.
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Atmospheric Variations

The published approach to determining glide range is to assume the global atmosphere
definition is a series of concentric, constant-density shells. The 1962 standard
atmosphere follows the 195 standard atmosphere and previous standards. NAVAIR-5-
1C-59, Harold Crutchner,28 details the Northern Hemisphere by month for every 10
degrees of longitude from 1931 to 1964. According to Crutchner, these atmosphere.
descriptions were not intended to be engineering atmospheres but to be standards to
ensure that aircraft flying globally would have adequate altitude clearance. The 1962
atmosphere represents the average of all daily reports by the worldwide reporting
Stations between +30 and +60 degrees latitude for the spring and fall equinox minus
ane month to plus one month represented as a +45 degree average atmosphere.
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Figure 39 shows the deviation rom the 1962 standard atmosphere for a hypersonic
Giter entating the atmosphere from the central South Pacific (summer) to northeastern
Russia (winter). The deviations from constant-density shells based on the 1962
Standard atmosphere are significant. With today's computers, no ignoring the actual
Stmatphora is only a bookkeeping task. Rypersonic glide ranges at near maximum L/D
Tato are to be gancrated. The local density 1s rticaly important, 35 1 determined
by the if Coetricient for L/D maximum,

ws, . 2
PRL (os “mas p s)Comin] (35535 1006

The seasonal variations are enotigh that th glider should have the correct density and
Temperature disrbution in fs ight control computer 50 that unexpected siteraions in
the Fight trajectory are not mandated during entry. The atmosphere is analogous to
Constant-eneroy system he lower alitudes ara hotter, the upper altfudes are
Corder, and vice versa.
In terms of deviations from the standard, the coldest upper-alttude temperatures most
likely encountered are at 50,000 feet over Saudi Arabia in summer, and the warmest

atmospheric temperatures are at 27,000 feet over Russia in winter.
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Conclusion

The AFFDL fabricated a half-scale
mockup of the stage and one-half Model I.
176 configuration shown in Figure 40.Tre oo somes roves resem
to about mach 6 or 7, after which the ~~ »amen command on nn
propellants. Note the windshields xa iwasPpt /permanent pro au theCorea The FOL wa ten totheEO choe com nesTPaes a racesTh ce naar rites ihEyTreea Sle Jeriat and used th alo FSSSee Wad of»Sage sd on:petteSind
The FDL-5 would have encountered stability and control issues had schedules and
resource availability not forced the earlier configuration as the mockup. This was aaCe22
operational vehicle would have (see Figure 38). In a very short time, however, the
path the United States took to space changed, and most of this work was abandoned
and discarded.

One of the key elements of the —SeSeooven we 2Seer, >) 3
stable hypersonic glider, as shown in ya” emi BN
Figure 41. The escape craft did not have p
the performance of the full-scale vehicle,eo He talsale oni, ieea tlt .Ee ars 3
‘automatically separated from the glider . ~~
until the crew could establish landing TNa =Teeera eerer Covlopd the oes etre £1 eterna moat snotTam mien rpmhte sothe crew alnays had the Hpi hae ero wa re oe
damaged or failing operational vehicle, ~~ MYPersonic-capable escapecroft

1 aroma missmepton’e tha » bypironic gitar um ri 3 ge at
hypersonic turn is of no practical operational use; that is not the case. Figure 42 shows
nominal mach 15 and mach 10 turns initiated at Edwards Air Force base. This chart,ee
initiating a 2g turn. For the 1968 McDonnell Aircraft HyFAC study, the landing turn
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was contained within CONUS, demonstrating a significant maneuver capably. If a
glider carries a fuel reserve, it can be reaccelerated to a recoverable-range glide speed.

A typical circuitpatternfor initial testing ofa hypersonic Nasp-type vehicle

Fiight-testground rackfor hypersoniccruisevehicle wi
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Figure 42. Hypersonic Decelerating Descending Turns are WideButWithin a Reasonable CONUS Ares ifnae
But where is our space infrastructure? Forty years after Apollo, why have we advanced
so little (as illustrated in Figure 43)? Like the pioneers’ Conestoga wagons, most of our
trips to LEO are one way, and when we do return, we do so with tle more than the
people we took to space. There is no evidence that any Conestoga wagons ever
returned to St. Louis or St. Joseph, Missouri, from which most departed; rather, most
were used as building materials on the West coast.
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Although no addressed in th frontline technical or popular press, a critical element in
reaching space beyond Earth is the establishment of a space infrastructure around
Earth and the moon. The conceptof this infrastructure as a train marshalling and
switching yard is appropriate. The rail control center serves as a center of operationsfor switching long-haul ran assembly, transfer of goods, and refueling and repair of
space assets. Likewise, the orbital stations serve as centers for switching payloadsBetween carers and th required ori, long-haul pace exploration vehicle assembly,transfer of Goods to human habitats and manufacturing facies, and return, refueing,
and repair coordination. This is no trivial activity and will take a commitment as
dedicated as the Apollo program to achieve.

Without an infrastructure, we are doomed to expendable vehicles a low launch rates
for specific, one-time missions with no semblance of an infrastructure. Neither theUnited Kingdom no the United States had any long-distance, two-way commerce untilthe railroads were established. Afer tht, cies and commerce centers were created,enabiing two-way commerce. The space business nas f backwards: There is noCommerce unl the rastructure 5m piace, no vce versa.
How are we ever going to get here? How are we going to create a LEO infrastructurethat can support the LED, geostationary orbit, and kinar assets depicted n Figure 447
Is it a technology issue? Hardly! We have known for 50 years how to create it.Werner von Braun had Wal Disney create clear vsuel image of what 1 required. But
nobody listened, as we were too busy creating new things and throwing away the oldthings, destroying any development Continuity. A good example fs the destruction ofthe capability to make Saturn 1 and Saturn V launchers.
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‘What is not shown in Figure 44° is a solar power station that beams power to the
Earths surface of space assets of a power Station warehouse that provides hardware
for the power sateltes in geostationary orbit, Whether a Solar power satelite has the
nerdy conversion efficiency to provide affordable energy to Earth or space assets
Comparable to what nucicar power stations could provide remains to be seen. Reports
by HH. Kaelle of the University of Beri provide excellent information on soiar power
Sats. Tn fact, the Singular reliance on solar cell electric generation may doom ail
Power stations until 3 more efficent and durable conversion system is identified. As
With any thermodynamic generation system, the rejected heat becomes a major issue.
2 the Long Duration Exposure Facilty materials evaluation satelite proved, space is 3
Very hosts environment, and we nave ye to dentify slowly or nondeterirating
Taterals and construction concepts. Nicholl Anim in 8 private communication,
CRated that the hub of he MIR orbital station (15 years In space) was so riddled with
solar particles that it was beginning to leak, even though there were no visible holes.
The complexity and extent of the space infrastructure are such that a significant.

commitment of human and monetary resources will be necessary if this infrastructure is

fo advance beyond a solitary orbital station wit limited capabilities.
Figure 44 identifies the elements necessary to buld the infrastructure but does not
adoress the assets required to estabish and sustain that infrastructure. Table 2 sts
systems and functions of the infrastructure shown in Figure 44. Future global space is
crowded and busy place.
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Table 2. Elements ofthe Space Infrastructure Shown in Figure 44
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Appendix A: Historical Perspective

The four reports listed below and summarized in this paper are as applicable today as
they were when they were released in 1964 and 1965:
+ Robert R. Stephens; “Mission Requirements of Lifting Systems-Engineering Aspects”;

Volume I Condensed Summary; McDonnell Aircraft Company Report B831 for NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center; contract NAS-8-3562; August 1965.

+ Robert R. Stephens; “Mission Requirements of Lifting Systems-Engineering Aspects’;
Volume II Mission Analysis - Spacecraft Selection ~ Performance Analysis;
McDonnell Aircraft Company Report BE31 for NASA Manned Spacecraft Center;
contract NAS-9-3562; August 1965

+ Robert R. Stephens; “Study of the Engineering Aspects, Mission Requirements of
Lifting Systems"; Summary of Significant Results and Figures from Report MAC-
8831; McDonnell Aircraft Company Report B947 for NASA Manned Spacecraft Center;
contract NAS-9-3562; August 1965.

« “Manned Hypersonic Test Vehicle Study”; McDonnell Aircraft Company Report A9727
for United States Force; contract AF(33)600-2751; August 1964.

These reports describe an operational space station with an operational spacecraft fleet
to support the orbital station in space. The term operational is used because the
concept was not for a research and development spacecraft lie an X-15 but a
transportation system that moved resources to and from space, much like an
operational FedEx or UPS operation. The work in the mid 19605 by a number of
aerospace companies set the stage for the discussion of the developmentofthe
spacecraft configurations based on requirements and the propulsion systems that
emerge to meet those requirements. These four reports are representative of the
2pproach and designs that were prevalent in that period, Those involved with
developing the orbital station and its supporting fleets of operational spacecraft were
fully convinced that the industrial capability, materials, and resources permitted
successful accomplishment of the task in 1362. The space station goals and thespacecraft required to meet those goals are especially interesting in light of today's
discussion about crew rescue vehicles and the crew complement that should Staff the
International Space Station. Whatis different was that the station was a rotating
station to provide a fraction of the Earth's gravity and was fabricated primarily from
empty Saturn rocket components sent to orbit that were fitted with provisions to make
them habitable.
The purpose of the study was to establish the operational requirements, spacecraft
configuration, and requirements. The principal support mission was designed around a
rotating space station constructed from Saturn 18 components and Saturn 18 lifted
components. The station was designed for 20 to 27 persons, each on the station for a
6-month period. The nominal fe of a given research program was assumed to be as
long as 5 years. The spacecraft that supported the orbital station would be designed to
carry 9 to 12 persons or materials to resupply the station. For that goal, a 7-metric ton
payload (15,435 Ib) was deemed sufficient. The study identified that each replacement
person would have a 994-Ib (450-kg) resource supply payload to accompany each
crewmember. For a 12-person crew-replacement mission, the crew-replacement
a3
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payload would be 15,228 Ib—well within the payload capacity. The operating
parameters for the station were a nominal 21-person crew with provisions for up to 27.
This study determined that 47,000 Ib (21,315 kg) of resources were required per
crewmember per year. So for 1 year and a 21-person complement, 448 metric tons of
supplies would need to be lifted to the station for crew support, not counting
propellants to maintain the station orbit. With 21 crewmembers, 4 flights per year
would be required to meet the 6-month assignment requirement. To lift the crew
supplies to the station would require 64 flights per year, not counting propellant- and
hardware-replacement missions, which might require another to 6 flights per year.
The minimum number of fights to a large station would be 74 flights per year. From a
military mission analysis, that would require a fleet of 10 aircraft (without operational
spares) flying 7 times a year for 15 years and a 100-fiight operational ife. The
Spacecraft and systems considered in the study were:
«Ballistic, derivative Apollo capsule, Rockwell.
+ HL-10 lifting body, NASA Langley.
+ Wing body, X-20 derivative, Boeing.
« Variable-geometry lifting body, Model 176, McDonnell Douglas.
+ Operations and logistics requirements, Lockheed, NAS-9-1422.
+ Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), Lockheed, NAS-9-1688.
+ Manned Orbiting Research Laboratory (MORL), McDonnell Douglas, NAS-1-362.
This summary report contained a large number of recommendations and conclusions
Those that were pertinent to the Saturn 18 and Saturn V rocket launchers and the
rotating space station are not listed. Only those related to the vehicle and propulsion
system are given.
«Among the lifting-body spacecraft, the variable-geometry spacecraft provides the.

best combination of hypersonic maneuvering and landing performance.
+ A9- to 12-passenger payload with equipment Is recommended.
«An abort system for both low-altitude and high-altitude abort and escape is required.
+ Structural concepts and materials applicable to the loads and heatingoflifting

spacecraft are within the present (that is, 1965) state of the art.
+ The weight factor for lifting spacecraft results primarily from a larger surface area

and only secondarily from the associated spacecraft environment.
+ Radiation-cooled structures are generallylighter than other structural concepts.
«For surface temperatures above 2,200 °F (1,204 °C), refractory metals are required,

and coating life is the major refractory metal imitation (applies to carbon-carbon
today).

a
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+ Meteorold penetration or spalling of the thin refractory metal shingles may be a
problem during a 180-day stay on orbital storage as a rescue vehicle, and someform of protection may be required.

+ Arad refurbishable and repairable heat-protection system consisting of a water-
cooled inner body, insulation, and a radiation-cooled external surface is
recommended.

The goal was to builda test vehicle that initially would achicve at least mach 6.5 at
100,000 feet (30,480 meters) for at least 5 minutes test time. As scramjets became
available, that would be extended to higher mach numbers and altitudes. As part of
the spacecraft definition study, four fuels were considered: hydrogen, kerosene (1P-5),methane, and propane. The propulsion systems considered were:
+ Turbojet-ramjet/scramjet.
+ Integrated turboramjet.
+ Rocket-ramjet/scramet.
= Carrier aircraft/vehicle with ramjet/scramjet spacecraft.

The closest study to respond to these findings was the NASA-sponsored HyFAC studies
‘executed by McDonnell Aircraft Company of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
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Appendix B: Aeropropulsion Integrated Vehicle

A launcher that uses air-breathing propulsion in a portion of its flight to exit the
atmosphere has the same entry issues as the rocket-boosted hypersonic glider.
However, the capture of atmospheric air to create thrust by chemical combustion is a
different issue, as it configures the underside (aerodynamic compression side) as a
propulsion system that produces more thrust than drag and also produces lift, For the
propulsion system to function efficiently, the dynamic pressure and air mass flow per
Unit area must be higher than a rocket exit trajectory, as It Is the airflow mass that
‘enables the propulsion system to produce thrust in excess of drag so the vehicle can
accelerate. So in this case we have a propulsion-configured vehicle. Neither the shape
of the vehicle nor the trajectory t flies Is arbitrary. The air breather does not exit the
atmosphere as quickly as the rocket but stays in the atmosphere to the point where the
transition to rocket propulsion occurs—usually set when the air-breather propellant per
unit change in velocity is equal to or greater than the rocket propulsion, usually at
about mach 12 to 14." The air-breathing propulsion system mechanical, aerodynamic,
and thermal loads act longer and are of greater magnitude than the rocket-powered
vehicle. In fact, the dynamic pressure—that is, the pressure of the air impacting the
Vehicle—is about 10 times greater than the entry dynamic pressure of the hypersonic
glider. In this case the principal thermal load is encountered during exit from the
atmosphere and the vehicle must be configured to generate sufficient thrust to provide
a strong acceleration. So an air-breather configuration Is different from the hypersonic
glider, because the hypersonic glider has not been configured to fly extensively in the.
atmosphere and produce thrust from captured airflow. Like the hypersonic glider, this
Vehicle needs the same glide performance at entry. However, with the thermal
protection designed by the high exit loads, the entry design is one of detail in
maintaining stability and control and of achieving a comparable glide L/D ratio. The
carried oxidizer is heavy and requires more engine thrust to lit it into space. A
hydrogen/oxygen rocket, vertical-launch vehicle with a 7,000-kg payload has a gross
weight in the 450,000- to 500,000-kg range and a 50,000-kg operational weight empty
(that is, with the payload loaded). The engine thrust for a vertical takeoff is about
607,000 to 820,000 kg. A modest-performance combined-cycle air breather with a
7,000-kg payload and a 50,000-kg operational weight empty has a gross weight in the
200,000- to 225,000-kg range. The engine thrust for a vertical takeoff is about
270,000 to 304,000 kg. Mostof the gross weight reduction is from the lesser amount
of oxidizer carried and the lighter propulsion system weight.

[a
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Appendix C: TAV Operational Costs

Art Robinson was the deputy program manager for the MDC Manned Aerospace Vehicle
Group at MDC Astronautics, Huntington Beach. Working with Art, the St. Louis part of
the team prepared a work breakdown structure for servicing and maintaining an Air
Force transatmospheric vehicle (TAV) based on a B-52 squadron. Larry Fogel of
Decision Sciences visited several B-52 bases and discussed the operational concept and
repait/maintenance work structure with the B-52 crews and maintenance personnel.
The result was an estimate of the costs for operating a squadron of TAV that had the
same flight frequency as the B-52 squadron. The result for the one-and-a-half-stage
TAV is shown in Figure 45. As might be expected, orbital operations are substantially
more costly than atmospheric operations (acradynamic cruise of hypersonic long-range
glide). With an operational range greater than a refueled B-52, the TAV has a lower
cost than the once-refueled B-52. The orbital cannot be compared directly with a B-52
since in achieving orbit the TAV has essentially infinite cruise range and duration limited
only by the crew. The concept of operations was essentially that shown in Figure 37
installed on a U.S. Air Farce SAC base. Although the SAC fight crews concentrated on
potential nuclear missions, the presentation focused on a wide spectrum of kinetic
penetrators installed in a rocket-accelerated entry nose cone. The terminal speed of
the entry nose cone was in the 12,000 to 14,000 feet/second range. At that speed the
energy delivered per unit weight was much greater than a spherical charge of HEX-6
because the kinetic energy was directly delivered to the target. The weapons spectrum
ould address a very wide range of targets that could be disabled or made
nonfunctional or be destroyed with minimal collateral damage.

ig
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Cost $97,000,000 Atmospheric Cruise Cost $71,000,000 B-52 only*
$251,000,000 Orbital 5140.000.000 Refucled B-52

Larry Fogel
Decision Sciences

. Titan Corporation
*annual costs per DAA (14 vehicles) Spring 1984

Figure 45. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics (Huntington Beach)-Funded Study of TAV Operational Costs
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Appendix D: Landing Ellipses for Hypersonic Gliders

Figure 14 graphically shows the cross (lateral) range and down range for various
hypersonic gliders. The lateral range and down range describe a landing ellipse for a
vehicle entering the glide at 22,400 feet/second as shown in Figure 46. The 0,0 point is
the beginning of the entry or glide trajectory.
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Figure 46.Landing Elpses for from let) Apolo Capsule, NASA Ames H2/F2, USAF X-20 Dynasoar,FOL Liing-Bocy,58%Capauity MDC Model 176H, snd HDC 176M
“The space shuttle landing ellipse would be inside the DynaSoar (X-20) ellipse, as its
cross range is one missed orbit, or 1,555 nautical miles. The down range would be
approximately 9,800 nautical miles. The ellipse is offset from 0,0 and has an
indentation into some of the landing ellipse. This is an area the glider cannot reach
with the aerodynamic and structural limits. The ballistic example is for the Apollo
capsule, which had an L/D of about 0.5; Gemini and Mercury ellipses would be smaller.
The Model 1768 or Model 176H using 88 percent of its glide capability would have a
glide range equal to the Earth's equatorial circumference.
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